Answer Key → Page 4

Each, every, all, both, most, some, none, both, either, neither

1. Here are some incorrect sentences. Rewrite the underlined part so that it is correct.
Sometimes, there is more than one way to correct the sentence.
1. Both of his parents is a teacher. ....................................................................................
2. Each student have a book. ............................................................................................
3. Most the people watch TV. ..........................................................................................
4. She invited all to her party. ...........................................................................................
5. Most of students in this school are Chinese. ................................................................
6. All of countries in Europe are democratic. ...................................................................
7. Every students were late yesterday. ..............................................................................
8. He stole all of money that was in the room. .................................................................
9. Every weeks, there is a barbecue. ................................................................................
10. Most of Dutch people speaks good English. ...............................................................
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2. Choose the correct answer.
1. The new principal has changed .................... in the school.
A. all

B. everything

C. every

D. all things

2.  Do .................... English people like the Queen?
A. all

B. all of

C. every

D. each

3.  .................... in the class are intelligent.
A. Every boy

B. All the boys

C. All of boys

D. All boy

4.  I go to school .................... .
A. all days

B. every day  C. all the days

D. each days

5. The police questioned .................... the drivers.
A. each

B. most

C. all of

D. every

6. .................... advice was good.
B. Each

A. All the

C. Every piece

D. Most of

7. .................... babies need love.
B. All of

A. All the

C. All

D. Every

8. She told the police .................... about the robbery.
A. all

B. everything

C. every things

D. all things

9. .................... twins play chess well.
A. Both the

B. Both of

C. Each of the

D
 . All of

10. Every packet of cigarettes .................... a health warning.
A. have

B. has

C. must

D. contain
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3. For each item a and b, make two sentences, using both of, neither of, or either of.
0. I’ve got two brothers. They are both rich.
a. Both of my brothers ... are rich.
b. Neither of my brothers is ... poor.
1. This film is French. The other film is Swedish.
a. .......................................................... English.
b. .......................................................... European.

2. There are two restaurants. They’re both bad.
a. I don’t like ................................................... .
b. ......................................................... is good.
3. There are two art teachers in my school. Both of them give me good marks.
a. ............................................................... give me good marks.
b. ...................................... ........................ me bad marks.
4. I have two sisters. They both drive dangerously.
a. ................................................................... dangerously.
b. ................................................................... carefully.
5.  We played two matches. We lost both.
a. We didn’t win ............................................ the matches.
b. We won ..................................................... the matches.
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1.

2.

3.

1.

are teachers

2.

Each student has

3.

Most people

4.

everyone (everybody)

5.

Most of the students

6.

All countries / All the countries

7.

All students were

8.

all (of) the money

9.

Every week

10.

Most Dutch people speak

1.

B

2.

A

3.

B

4.

B

5.

C

6.

A

7.

C

8.

B

9.

A

10.

B

1a.

Neither of the films is

1b.

Both of the films are

2a.

either of the restaurants

2b.

Neither of the restaurants

3a.

Both of the art teachers

3b.

Neither of the art teachers

4a.

Both of my sisters

4b.

Neither of my sisters

5a.

either of

5b.

neither of
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